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Abstract
Aspect-orientation is a paradigm for managing the separation of crosscutting concerns and decomposing a system
using more than one criterion. This paper proposes an aspect-oriented approach at the feature-modeling level to better
handle crosscutting concerns in the modeling of product families of ambient systems.
Based on the speciﬁcation language of PFA (Product Family Algebra), we present a language AO-PFA (Aspect-
Oriented Product Family Algebra) that extends the aspect-oriented paradigm to feature modeling. The language provides
full facilities for articulating aspects, advice, and pointcuts in feature modeling. We illustrate the scope and ﬂexibility
of the proposed language through the discussion of several feature-modeling situations.
c© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
Ambient systems involve a multitude of heterogeneous features that are interconnected and that supply
end users with a variety of data and functionality. Their stability is contingent on requirements that can
cope with high variability. Due to the amount of data collected from the environment and the complexity
of the hardware and software involved in collecting and acting on it, ambient systems’ environments pose
special challenges to the feature-modeling process. The variety of hardware leads to a variety of possible
technologies, which in turn, leads to some predictable variability of the family of similar systems. This
point has been pointed to by Parnas [1] as early as 1976. Product family modeling was proposed to deal
with this problem. It proposes the simultaneous development of a family of products, rather than of one
product at a time. Concerning the variability in the requirements of systems in general, there are two
classes of variability: predictable and unpredictable. There are some requirements that predictably vary and
therefore can be included in the feature model of the product family from the beginning. For instance, if
we were modeling a family of robots, with our knowledge of the available technology, we can predict that
we might have diﬀerent collision detection systems (e.g. infra-red based and radio based). We then would
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have systems with diﬀerent detection features that we include from the start in the feature model of a robot
product family. One situation that illustrates unpredictability of some features of a family of systems can
be easily illustrated with a security related situation. To remotely communicate with an ambient system,
we often use an authentication feature that is in charge of identifying the caller agent. After a while, we
ﬁnd that there is a ﬂaw in the authentication feature due to the presence of other features. In other words,
the feature interaction of the authentication feature and other features make it possible for an intruder to
take control of some systems of the family. The question then becomes how to quickly amend the current
feature model to ensure that all the product families that involve the identiﬁed conﬁguration of features gets
amended to replace the ﬂawed conﬁguration by another conﬁguration of features. This change to the family
due to the security issue cannot be predicted at the time of the feature modeling of the family. When the ﬂaw
is revealed, we might have several systems that are already deployed in their environment. Sometimes, the
remedy of the detected defect in a product family leads to the introduction of new variability in the family
or to the amendment of the existing variability by conﬁning it to some products but not others.
Dealing with predictable variability is the topic of a wide literature of feature-modeling techniques [2,
3, 4, 5, 6]. Unpredictable variability, however, is somewhat limited. In dealing with ambient systems, one
cannot dismiss unpredictable variability and it ought to be given a wide attention. A ﬂexible approach to
adapt the feature models regarding unpredictable variabilities in various ways are demanded. Especially,
the dynamic characteristic of ambient systems make the quick change to the system a priority that ought
to be carried out in a speedy manner. Consequently, it is critical to develop an adaptable and evolvable
systems while managing the complexity of the systems. Modularization of concerns is essential to man-
age complexity of ambient systems. However, some concerns are inherently spread over and intertwined
with other concerns, and therefore resist such modularization by conventional approaches. As illustrated
in [7], multi-agent systems, which is an example of ambient systems, are associated with many crosscutting
concerns such as autonomy, communication, mobility, security, etc.. As hindering the maintainability and
modiﬁability of software qualities, crosscutting concerns make the ambient systems diﬃcult to be adapted
and evolved. Aspect-oriented software development addresses the modularization of crosscutting concerns,
and provides a powerful way to handle crosscutting concerns in ambient systems. We ﬁnd that software en-
gineering deals with a similar problem at the programming level using aspect-oriented techniques. However,
at the programming level, these techniques showed very mixed results. Aspect-oriented programming leads
to systems with high modiﬁability, but at the same time the performance is hindered [8]. Also, the complex-
ity of the programming languages compared to that of the language we are using at the feature-modeling
level makes the aspect weaving process very convoluted and prone to several aspectual compositional prob-
lems. These problems are very minimal at the feature-modeling level. That is why we conjecture that
aspect-oriented techniques, while they exhibited mixed results at the programming level, can be helpful at
the feature-modeling level.
This paper is about a language which is built on the language of product family algebra that would enable
us to systematically amend a product family to deal with unpredictable changes as soon as they are revealed.
We would have the speciﬁcation of the family that is to be amended, which we call the base speciﬁcation,
and add to it the speciﬁcation of the aspect we ought to address. It is through the weaving process that we
generate the speciﬁcation of the amended family. The base speciﬁcation of a family is commonly referred to
as the feature model. This paper builds on the work presented in [9, 10, 11, 12] by expanding the language
of PFA to an aspect-oriented language.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the related background knowl-
edge. Section 3 presents the proposed speciﬁcation language and its usage. Section 4 discusses other works
reported in the literature of aspect-oriented software development and product family engineering. Finally,
in Section 5, we conclude and give the highlights of our current and future work.
2. Background
2.1. Product Family Algebra
Product family algebra extends the mathematical notions of semirings to describe and manipulate prod-
uct families. A semiring is an algebraic structure consisting of a set S with a commutative and associative
binary operator + and an associative operator ·. An element 0 ∈ S is the identity element with respect to +,
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〈PFASpec〉 := (〈Basic Feature〉 | %〈comment txt〉\n)+
(〈Labelled Family〉 | %〈comment txt〉\n)+
(〈Constraint〉 | %〈comment txt〉\n)∗
〈Basic Feature〉:=bf 〈base feature id〉%〈comment txt〉\n
〈Labelled Family〉:=〈family id〉 =〈Family Term〉
%〈comment txt〉\n
〈Constraint〉:=constraint(〈Family Term〉, 〈Family Term〉,
〈Family Term〉)%〈comment txt〉\n
〈Family Term〉:=0 | 1 | 〈base feature id〉 | 〈family id〉
| 〈Family Term〉 + 〈Family Term〉
| 〈Family Term〉 · 〈Family Term〉
〈base feature id〉:=String of letters, numbers and “ ”
〈family id〉:=String of letters, numbers and “ ”
〈comment txt〉:=String of letters, numbers, symbols
and space.
(a) PFA Speciﬁcation Grammar
Speciﬁcation 1:
% declarations of basic features
1. bf move control
2. bf light display
3. bf conﬁgure
% deﬁnitions of labeled product families
4. optional light display = light display+ 1 % an optional feature
5. optional conﬁgure = conﬁgure + 1
6. base functionality = move control · light display
7. optional base functionality = move control
· optional light display
8. full functional elevator = base functionality · conﬁgure
9. elevator product line = optional base functionality
· optional conﬁgure
% a constraint
10. constraint(conﬁgure, elevator product line, light display)
(b) Base Speciﬁcation of The Elevator Product Family
Fig. 1. PFA Language Grammar and an Example
while an element 1 ∈ S is the identity element in S with respect to ·. In addition, operator · distributes over
operator + and element 0 annihilates S with respect to ·. We say a semiring is commutative if operator · is
commutative and a semiring is idempotent if the operator + is idempotent.
Deﬁnition 1 (e.g., [11]). A product family algebra is a commutative idempotent semiring (S ,+, ·, 0, 1),
where each element of the semiring is a product family.
Within the context of product family engineering, the operator + is interpreted as a choice between two
product families and the operator · is interpreted as a mandatory composition of two product families. The
element 0 represents the empty product family and the element 1 represents a product family consisting
of only a pseudo-product which has no features. Optional features can be interpreted as a choice between
the features and the pseudo-product 1. With these interpretations, all other concepts in product family
modeling can be expressed mathematically. Formal deﬁnitions for features, products, and families can be
found in [9, 11].
For elements a and b of a product family algebra, the subfamily relation (≤) is deﬁned as a ≤ b ⇐⇒d f
a + b = b. The subfamily relation indicates that for two given product families a and b, a is a subfamily
of b if and only if all the products of a are also products of b. For elements a and b of a product family
algebra, the reﬁnement relation (
) is deﬁned as a 
 b ⇐⇒d f ∃(c |: a ≤ b · c ). The reﬁnement
relation indicates that for two given product families a and b, a is a reﬁnement of b if and only if every
product in family a has at least all the features of some products in family b. For elements a, b, c, d and
a product p of a product family algebra, the requirement relation (→) is deﬁned in a family-induction style
as: a
p→ b ⇐⇒d f p 
 a =⇒ p 
 b, and a c+d→ b ⇐⇒d f a c→ b∧ a d→ b. Given elements a, b, and c, a c→ b
is read as “a requires b within c”.
A tool based on product family algebra, called Jory [13], is used to represent and manipulate product
families. Jory uses a speciﬁcation language called PFA (Product Family Algebra). The grammar of PFA
is given in Figure 1(a). In PFA, there are three types of speciﬁcation constructs: basic feature declara-
tions, labeled product families, and constraints. Each basic feature is declared with a basic feature label
preceded by the keyword bf. Each product family is deﬁned as an equation with a product families label
at the left side and a product family algebra term at the right side. A constraint is represented by a triple
preceded by the keyword constraint, and corresponds to a requirement relation in product family algebra.
Constraints are speciﬁed for view reconciliation [10] of product families. Speciﬁcation 1 in Figure 1(b)
speciﬁes an elevator product family using the PFA language of Jory. In this speciﬁcation, Lines 1–3 specify
three basic features, Lines 4–9 specify product families as labeled terms based on product family alge-
bra, and Line 10 speciﬁes a constraint as deﬁned in product family algebra. According to product family
algebra, for example, an optional feature light display is speciﬁed by a term light display +1 in Line 4.
In Line 6, the base functionality is speciﬁed by the term move control · light display, meaning the family
base functionality includes the two mandatory features move control and light display. Line 10 corresponds
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to conﬁgure
elevator product line−→ light display in product family algebra, meaning that in the product family
elevator product line, the feature conﬁgure requires the feature light display. The reader can ﬁnd more
details on the use of this mathematical framework to specify product families in [9, 11, 12].
We will use the elevator system as a running example in this paper. We consider two unpredictable
variabilities, light reset and failure capture, in the product family. Inherently, the light reset feature depends
on the light display feature, and the failure capture depends on both the move control and the light display.
Moreover, we consider a mandatory feature log is added to the feature model of conﬁgure due to an evolution
process. Assume Speciﬁcation 1 in Figure 1(b) is the initial PFA speciﬁcation of the elevator product family.
In Section 3, we illustrate how to integrate features light display, failure capture, and log to the original
speciﬁcation using the proposed aspect-oriented technique.
2.2. Aspect-Orientation: Basic Concepts
Aspects are introduced to explicitly encapsulate and implement crosscutting concerns in one module.
At diﬀerent software development stages, the meanings of aspects vary in accordance with the granularities
of the concern abstractions. Nevertheless, several terminologies are widely and commonly used by the
community of aspect-oriented software engineering. First, a join point refers to a point in the execution
of the base program where an aspect could be introduced. A pointcut selects a set of join points where a
certain aspect should be positioned. An advice deﬁnes the amendment which should be introduced at the
selected join points. Lastly, weaving is the process of combining aspects with a base program. In essence,
pointcuts identify join points where an aspect should be introduced, while advice deﬁnes the speciﬁcation
of the crosscutting concern.
3. Aspect Orientation at the Feature Level
We extend the aspect-oriented notions to PFA speciﬁcations of feature models. We call the proposed
language AO-PFA (Aspect-Oriented Product Family Algebra). In product family algebra, all kinds of com-
mon and variable characteristics of product families are described and uniﬁed as product family terms. In
other words, the basic constructs of product family algebra speciﬁcations are product family terms. Intu-
itively, join points in our technique should be in the form of product family terms and the pointcut language
deﬁnes quantiﬁcation statements over those product family terms. Based on the mathematical setting of
PFA speciﬁcations, an aspect in AO-PFA is compactly speciﬁed as follows:
Aspect 〈aspectId〉 = 〈Advice(jp)〉
where jp ∈ (scope, expression, kind)
The triple (scope, expression, kind) is the pointcut language of AO-PFA, which speciﬁes the quantiﬁca-
tion statement for selecting join points. The equation 〈aspectId〉 = 〈Advice(jp)〉 is the body of the aspect
which speciﬁes the new advice being introduced at selected join points. In the remainder of this section, we
present a detailed discussion on join points, pointcuts, advice, and aspects in AO-PFA.
3.1. Join Points in AO-PFA
We have mentioned above that join points in PFA speciﬁcations are in the form of product family terms.
However, within a PFA speciﬁcation, there are two roles for the same form of product family terms. They are
either being deﬁned or being referenced. For example, in Figure 1(b), the product family base functionality
is being deﬁned at the left side in Line 6, while it is being referenced at the right side in Line 8. Consequently,
there are two types of join points: deﬁnition join points and reference join points. Integrating new aspects at
the two types of join points corresponds to two diﬀerent situations when handling the requirements. Roughly
speaking, the speciﬁed product family term can be considered as a white box in the former case, whereas it
can be considered as a black box in the latter case. Introducing an advice at a deﬁnition join point aﬀects the
internal description of the speciﬁed product family term, whereas introducing an advice at a reference join
point aﬀects the descriptions of product families including the speciﬁed product family terms. Moreover,
when it comes to the detailed level of features, introducing advice at these two types of positions can cause
very diﬀerent results. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between the deﬁnition and reference positions
of a product family term at the abstract feature-modeling level. The diﬀerences between these two types of
join points are discussed further when specifying pointcuts, advice, and aspects.
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3.2. Pointcuts in AO-PFA
In existing aspect-oriented techniques, three attributes are generally used to specify a pointcut: the
scope of join points, a predicate that captures dynamic properties, and the form and position of join points.
Therefore, the pointcut language is expressed as a triple (scope, expression, kind) in AO-PFA.
The ﬁrst component of the pointcut triple, scope, bounds the selecting scope of join points in PFA. Two
types of scopes are designed: within and hierarchy. Scopes of type within capture join points within spec-
iﬁed lexical structures, while scopes of type hierarchy capture join points within the hierarchical property
of features in the feature models. We use “:” and “;” to express the combination of two scopes. Separating
two scopes by “:” indicates that eligible join points are within the union of the two speciﬁed scopes. Sep-
arating two scopes by “;” indicates that eligible join points are within the intersection of the two speciﬁed
scopes. Moreover, we use protect(scope) to specify that eligible join points are excluded from the scope.
In particular, when no scope is speciﬁed, the scope base is considered by default, indicating that the whole
base speciﬁcation is in the scope.
The second component of the pointcut triple, expression, is a Boolean expression on the language of
product family algebra, which captures characteristics of the product families corresponding to the base
speciﬁcation. Boolean expressions work as guards for the selected join points. When no expression pointcut
is speciﬁed, the expression true is taken by default.
The third component of the pointcut triple, kind, is used to specify the exact form and position of join
points. Unlike scopes and expressions of pointcuts, there is no default value for the kind of a pointcut. The
kind of pointcut must be explicitly speciﬁed for each aspect. With regard to the three types of speciﬁcation
constructs in PFA, the kinds of pointcuts are speciﬁed as feature-related (i.e., declaration and inclusion),
family-related (i.e., creation, component creation, and equivalent component), and constraint-related (i.e.,
constraint[position list]). Particularly, declaration, creation, and component creation pointcuts introduce
new speciﬁcations at deﬁnition join points, whereas inclusion, component, equivalent component, and con-
straint[position list] pointcuts introduce new speciﬁcations at reference join points. Moreover, the diﬀerence
between creation and component creation pointcuts resides in whether we change the deﬁnition of the spec-
iﬁed families directly or whether we change the deﬁnition of their components. The diﬀerence between
component and equivalent component pointcuts resides in whether the reference is direct or indirect.
3.3. Advice and Aspects in AO-PFA
As given previously, the body of an aspect is speciﬁed by an equation 〈aspectId〉 = 〈Advice(jp)〉. Ac-
cording to the eﬀect of an aspect upon join points (i.e., augmenting, narrowing, and replacing), we indicate
that 〈Advice(jp)〉 is always speciﬁed by a product family term; either a ground term or a term with variable jp.
Augmenting aspects add features to the original speciﬁcations. In other words, for an augmenting aspect,
the advice is speciﬁed by a product family term constructed with variable jp. We further classify augmenting
aspects with respect to deﬁnition join points and reference join points. Reﬁne aspects augment the original
product families where they are deﬁned, whereas extend aspects augment original product families where
they are referenced.
Narrowing aspects simply result in the absence of original join points. The advice of narrowing aspects
can be speciﬁed as the constant element 1 of product family algebra. This means that a product or family is
replaced by the neutral product denoted by 1 (a pseudo product that has no features). Similar to augmenting
aspects, narrowing aspects are further classiﬁed into discard and disable aspects. Discard aspects narrow
product families or basic features where they are deﬁned, whereas disable aspects narrow product families
or basic features where they are referenced.
Replacement aspects replace the appearance of original join points with other product families. In this
case, the advice can be speciﬁed in the form of a ground product family term (i.e., a term constructed
without variables). Similarly, we distinguish replace aspects and substitute aspects to respectively refer to
eﬀects on deﬁnition join points and reference join points.
With regard to 〈aspectId〉, there is a slight diﬀerence for specifying aspects that relate to diﬀerent types
of join points. If the aspects relate to deﬁnition join points, 〈aspectId〉 should specify new labels that
deﬁne new product family terms. If the aspects relate to reference join points, 〈aspectId〉 should always
be expressed as a variable jp that refers to join points. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the type of join
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〈AspectSpec〉 := (〈Aspect〉\n)+
〈Aspect〉 := 〈aspectId〉 = 〈Advice(jp)〉\n where jp ∈ 〈POINTCUT〉
〈aspectId〉 := identiﬁers of aspects
〈Advice(jp)〉 := product family terms deﬁned in PFA using a variable ’jp’
〈POINTCUT〉 := (base, 〈EXPRESSION BASED〉, 〈Constraint-related〉)
|(〈SCOPE〉, 〈EXPRESSION BASED〉, 〈Feature-related〉)
| (〈SCOPE〉, 〈EXPRESSION BASED〉, 〈Family-related〉)
〈SCOPE〉:=〈SCOPE〉 ; 〈SCOPE〉|〈SCOPE〉 : 〈SCOPE〉|base
| within{〈PF label〉}| hierarchy{〈PF label〉}|protect{〈PF label〉}
〈EXPRESSION BASED〉:=Boolean expression upon PFA
〈Feature-related〉:=declaration{〈PFT〉}|inclusion{〈PFT〉}
〈Family-related〉:=creation{〈PFT〉}|component creation{〈PFT〉}
|component{〈PFT〉}|equivalent component{〈PFT〉}
〈Constraint-related〉:=constraint[〈list〉]{〈PFT〉}
〈list〉:=left〈list’〉|middle〈list’〉|right〈list’〉
〈list’〉:=, left〈list’〉|, middle〈list’〉|, right〈list’〉|
〈PFT〉:=product family terms deﬁned in PFA.
〈PF label〉:=identiﬁers of product families.
(a) Aspect Speciﬁcation Grammar
Speciﬁcation 2: Using component creation pointcut
1. bf move control
2. bf light display
bf failure capture
move control new = move control · failure capture
light display new = light display · failure capture· · ·
6. base functionality = move control new · light display new· · ·
Speciﬁcation 3: Using equivalent component pointcut
· · ·
bf failure capture· · ·
6. base functionality = move control · light display
7. option base functionality = move control · light display
· failure capture + move control
8. full functional elevator = base functionality · failure capture
· conﬁgure· · ·
Speciﬁcation 4: Using non-default scope pointcut
bf failure capture· · ·
9. elevator product line = move control + base functionality
· failure capture + full functional elevator
· failure capture· · ·
(b) Resulting PFA speciﬁcations
Fig. 2. Weaving Aspects
points is decided by the kind of pointcut. Therefore, given the syntax of an aspect in AO-PFA, we can
directly categorise the aspect according to its form of 〈Advice(jp)〉 and the third component of the pointcut
triple. Such a classiﬁcation of aspects is to help the modular reasoning on aspects in the context of product
families.
3.4. Specifying Pointcuts, Advice and Aspects with AO-PFA
Taking Speciﬁcation 1 of Figure 1(b) as the base speciﬁcation, we use several examples to illustrate
the usage and ﬂexibility of the proposed language. The grammar of the proposed language for aspect
speciﬁcations is given in Figure 2(a). More examples detailing the usage of all constructs can be found
in [14].
(1) Suppose that we want to capture any defective behaviour in the product family base functionality.
However, the base functionality is composite and we cannot be sure which component might cause
the defective behaviour. Therefore, we need to add a failure capture feature to each of its compo-
nents, move control and light display. To specify this requirement, we use an aspect with a compo-
nent creation pointcut as follows:
Aspect jp new = jp · failure capture
where jp ∈ (base, true, component creation(base functionality))
The component creation pointcut refers to the deﬁnitions of all components in the base functionality.
The resulting speciﬁcation is Speciﬁcation 2 of Figure 2(b). According to the classiﬁcation described in
Section 3.3, the aspect is a reﬁne aspect.
(2) Alternatively, suppose that we want to capture any equivalent defective behaviour in the base functionality
product family from the base speciﬁcation. However, assume that we are not allowed to make changes
to the deﬁnition of the product family base functionality. This requirement is able to be speciﬁed by an
aspect with an equivalent component pointcut as follows:
Aspect jp = jp · failure capture
where jp ∈ (base, true, equivalent component(base functionality))
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The equivalent component pointcut refers to all equivalent appearances, (i.e., both direct and indi-
rect references) of the base functionality. The resulting speciﬁcation is Speciﬁcation 3 of Figure 2(b).
Straightforwardly, the aspect is an extend aspect according to the proposed classiﬁcation.
(3) We continue with our running example to introduce a new failure capture feature in the base spec-
iﬁcation. Suppose we are required to capture all defective behaviours with the move control com-
ponent in the base functionality family. In addition, we only introduce the new feature within the
elevator product line family. The aspect below with a non-base scope pointcut can be used to express
this requirement.
Aspect jp = jp · failure capture
where jp ∈ (within(elevator product line) ; hierarchy(base functionality), true, inclusion(move control))
The inclusion pointcut captures join points where the feature move control is referenced. The within
scope of the pointcut narrows the scope of join points to only Line 9 of Speciﬁcation 1. Since hierarchy
speciﬁes that the feature move control should be constructed from the family base functionality, we do
not compose failure capture with the ﬁrst move control in Line 9. Speciﬁcation 4 of Figure 2(b) shows
the result of weaving this aspect to Speciﬁcation 1. The above aspect is also an extend aspect.
Although the term of the advice is the same for each aspect (i.e., Advice(jp) is jp · failure capture), the
resulting speciﬁcations are quite diﬀerent. The join points of the aspects in Case (1) and Case (2) are
related to base functionality. The join points of the aspect in Case (3) are related to move control, while
base functionality only speciﬁes the scope of join points. Furthermore, besides the slight diﬀerence in
meaning, the main diﬀerence between Case (1) and Case (2) resides in whether or not the deﬁnitions of the
base functionality family (or its components) have changed. The diﬀerent eﬀects of these aspects show that
our pointcut language is capable of distinguishing between slight diﬀerences among requirements.
4. Related Work and Discussion
At the modeling and speciﬁcation level for product families, many eﬀorts have been taken in the liter-
ature to manage the common and variable features. Our work aims to facilitate the management of com-
plexity in large feature models. Acher et al. [15] deal with a problem similar to that of our work, but in
a diﬀerent way. With regard to the composition of feature models, they mainly focus on the insert and
merge operators. From our perspective, their merge operator can be handled by using view reconciliation
presented in [10, 11], and the insert operator can be handled with the aspect-oriented paradigm. Their work
considers the composition operators from the perspective of model integration, whereas our work discusses
the issue from the perspective of composition mechanisms for diﬀerent concerns. We ﬁnd other related
works [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] that attempt to manage the variabilities in product families by introducing the
aspect-oriented paradigm to product families. In comparison with those approaches, our technique intro-
duces the aspect-oriented paradigm at the feature-modeling level. By appropriately mapping mechanisms
for aspects, we should handle aspects consistently and systematically from the feature-modeling level to the
concrete models and the implementation. Therefore, their techniques can be seen as complement techniques
to our method.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced the aspect-oriented paradigm to feature-modeling techniques of product
families. We presented AO-PFA which extends aspect-oriented notations to speciﬁcations based on product
family algebra. The proposed language provides full facilities for articulating aspects, advice, and pointcuts
in feature modeling. The semantics of the language is based on the models of product family algebra that
are discussed in [9, 11]. We illustrated the scope and ﬂexibility of the proposed language through the
discussion of several feature-modeling situations. It is important to ensure that composing new aspects will
not invalidate the original speciﬁcation of base systems. Since our approach is constructed upon a formal
setting, it is easier for us to formally verify the validities of aspects with regard to base systems. In [14],
we have already established a set of criteria and propositions for formally detecting invalid aspects before
weaving them to base systems.
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Ambient systems are systems that oﬀer its users mobile and pervasive access to data and that are able
to adapt themselves to the particular user needs and proﬁles. Therefore, they ought to be systems that are
very prone to change. As users needs and the environment change, the developers need to quickly amend
the systems to cope with these changes. The environment for which these systems are developed are not
the same, however, they share common characteristics. Also, the users might have diﬀerent needs but very
likely have common shared needs. Therefore, a family oriented approach is the approach recommended for
developing these systems. The paper proposes an approach to specify ambient systems as product families.
To enable ambient systems to evolve in order to ﬁt their environments and their users needs, the paper
proposes the use of an aspect-oriented approach to amend their feature models.
We are using the work presented in [12] as the basis for our ongoing work on introducing ﬁner granularity
aspects at the state level rather than at the feature level. The objective of this work is to get closer to
automatic code generation from the speciﬁcation of the product family base, the speciﬁcation of the aspects,
and the speciﬁcation of the basic features. Ho¨fner et al. [12] showed that it is an achievable objective. They
present the features of a family as requirements scenarios formalised as pairs of relational speciﬁcations of
a proposed system and its environment. The result of weaving aspects should lead to, among others, the
speciﬁcation of a product presented using a slight variation of Dijkstra’s guarded command [22].
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